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Why Update an Existing NAR ?

 To enhance it by recording attributes at the element level 

 To enhance it by providing new variant access points 

 To change a variant access point to resolve a conflict

 To change an authorized access point to resolve a conflict

 To close an open birth date, or to add a birth date to a death date 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide and the next list quite a lot of cases when a NAR can be updated! This session looks at examples of all of them
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Why Update an Existing NAR ?

 To add information from a duplicate NAR that is to be deleted

 To correct a factual error 

 To evaluate and re-code an RDA-acceptable NAR 

 To evaluate and re-code a NAR that is not RDA-acceptable

 To differentiate a person from an undifferentiated NAR

NAR must be re-coded to RDA whenever changed for any reason 
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Record attributes at the element level

When considered useful, or when changing a record for another reason

 Date (046)
 Associated Place (370)
 Address (371)
 Field of Activity (372)
 Associated Institution (373)
 Profession or Occupation (374)
 Gender (375)
 Language (377)
 Fuller Form of Name (378)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples follow. 
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Record attributes at the element level

 Existing NAR records only the preferred name

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an existing RDA authority record. 
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Record attributes at the element level

 NAR can be enhanced with information from new source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, a resource being catalogued reveals new attributes for the person. The cataloguer may add these attributes to the authority record (but does not change the authorized access point). BL cataloguers are not required to do this, but it’s a helpful thing to do. Many NARs in LC/NAF show evidence of being enhanced in this way by several NACO participants: NACO is a co-operative venture.
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Add Variant Access Point

 Existing NAR

 If NAR is changed, it must be re-coded to RDA
 Can also record attributes at the element level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the record before the addition of a new 400.
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Add Variant Access Point

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the amended NAR, with a new 400, from sources cited in new 670s. The cataloguer also recorded RDA attributes in 046/3XX, which is good practice.It would also have been possible to add a reference from the non-Roman script form found in wikipedia, though the BL does not currently do this.
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Change a Variant Access Point to Resolve a Conflict

 New NAR to be created

 100 field conflicts with 400 field in existing NAR
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Change a Variant Access Point to Resolve a Conflict

 Information already in the NAR can be used to make the variant 
access point unique

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the updated NACO record. The Profession/Occupation (Photographer), which was already present in the 374 field (in its LCSH form) and in the 670 field can be used in the variant access point to break the conflict.  
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Change an Authorized Access Point to Resolve a Conflict

 New NAR to be created

 100 field conflicts with 100 field in existing NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a new authorized access point being established conflicts with an existing authorized access point, and there are no available elements to add to the name being established, it is permitted to change the existing authorized access point, if information is available.      Here a new authorized access is needed for “Lamoreaux, Jeanne”, based on the work “Neither here nor there”. This conflicts with an existing authorized access point with the same preferred name. The existing record contains information in the 670 field that can be added as a qualifier to the 100. Once this is done, the new access point can be established, with no qualifier. 
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Change an Authorized Access Point to Resolve a Conflict

 Information already in the NAR can be used to make the 
authorized access point unique

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the updated NAR. The date of birth from the second 670 (also seen in 046) has been added to the 100 to avoid the conflict.If that date of birth had not been available, we could have used the fuller form of name “Jeanne M.”, and had that not been available, the profession “(Architect)”.Remember that any name-title authorities using this name will also need to be changed to match. Also remember that a 1XX may appear in another NAR as a 5XX, which will also need to be changed. 
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Close an Open Birth Date

 This authorized access point has an open birth date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We should not change authorized access points that we think could have been “better” formulated, unless they are incorrect in form or fact. RDA allows for interpretation, and changes to authorized access points causes work, as catalogues have to be updated. However, there are two exceptions: A death date may be added to an open birth date. A birth date may be added to an open death date. However, you should not add dates to an authorized access point that has no dates at all, except to break a conflict. The slide shows an existing NAR with an open birth date. On the next slide, you will see how it may be changed.
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Close an Open Birth Date

 Newly-discovered death date may be added

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A death date has been discovered, and was added to the authorized access point, and recorded in a new 670. This is optional, not required. The same principles apply when adding a birth date to an open death date. 
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Add information from a duplicate NAR that is to be 
deleted

 Duplicate NAR to be deleted

 Duplicate NAR to be retained

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes, duplicate NARs are discovered , that cover the same person. A request should be made to the Library of Congress, to delete one of them. Often, information in the record to be deleted can usefully be added to the record to be retained. In the example above, Salas Fumás, Vicente is to be deleted in favour of Salas, Vicente. When the duplicate was created, the cataloguer failed to find the 400 in the existing NAR.The record to be deleted contains useful information: a citation for the Univ. de Zaragoza website. This is transferred to the record to be retained, before the deletion is requested (next slide). 
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Add information from a duplicate NAR that is to be 
deleted

 Add significant information from NAR to be deleted
 Can also record attributes at the element level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the record to be retained. The 670 containing the citation for the Univ. de Zaragoza website has been copied to it. Note that the date of birth was not added to the authorized access point, as we do not change authorized access points unless we need to. The cataloguer also recoded the record to RDA, as is required, and recorded RDA attributes in 046/3XX, which is good practice. 
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Add information from a duplicate NAR that is to be 
deleted

 LC will add the LCCN of the deleted record to 010 $z of the retained 
record

010 $a n  50016598 $z n  83012081 

 Helps NACO participants to maintain their catalogues
 Ensure your changes have been added before LC do this
 Otherwise LC’s addition might cause your changes to be rejected

Suggested email:

“When our revised version of n  50016598 Salas, Vicente arrives, please 
delete n  83012081 Salas Fumás, Vicente “

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NACO has strict controls, to make sure that changes to the same record by different participants are added to the master file in the right order. Your change (to add the 670, as in the previous slide) needs to be recorded on the master file, before LC adds the $z to the 010. Either send an email phrased as above, or wait until your change has appeared, before requesting the deletion.  At the BL, remember that once a change is exported from Aleph, it will take at least a day to arrive on LC’s master file, and at least three days to appear back on Aleph, in the NACO distribution.
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Correct a factual error

 Authorized Access Point no longer represents usage

 Not uncommon when based on CIP data, or from a thesis 
 Authorized Access point can be changed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A factual error could be an incorrect date of birth, for example, or  an authorized access point that is no longer based on the preferred name, because the author’s usage has changed. This slide illustrates the second situation. Note also that the authorized access point was established based on CIP data, which doesn’t always reflect the form of name actually used in the resource when it was published. The next slide shows this record updated. 
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Correct a factual error

 Old form becomes Variant Access point, coded $w nne
 Can also record attributes at the element level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the correct authorized access point, based on the author’s predominant usage. The change has been supported by additional 670s. It’s important always to evaluate the authorized access point in this way, when reviewing a NAR. However, avoid gratuitous changes!$w nne indicates a reference from a formerly established authorized access point.The cataloguer also recorded RDA attributes in 046/3XX, which is good practice. 
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RDA-acceptable NARs

 In the Phase I RDA changes to LC/NAF in 2012, many authority 
records were flagged with this note:

THIS 1XX FIELD CANNOT BE USED UNDER RDA UNTIL THIS 
RECORD HAS BEEN REVIEWED AND/OR UPDATED

 Obsolete 008 codings
 Pre-AACR2 records
 Records for conferences
 Data the program could not determine were valid for RDA

“RDA acceptable” NARs are those not flagged with this note

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we will see a couple of slides later on, some “RDA acceptable” NARs, not flagged with the 667 note, may still need an amendment to the authorized access point in 1XX.
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Evaluate and re-code an RDA-acceptable NAR

 Pre-RDA NAR, created following AACR2

 Record evaluated and re-coded to RDA – no change to 100

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most AACR2 headings in LC/NAF are acceptable under RDA. They may be re-coded to RDA when used in cataloguing, and must be re-coded if being amended. The BL does the latter. This AACR2 heading is RDA acceptable, and the record may be re-coded to RDA with no change to the 1XX. The 667 field is removed. The cataloguer also recorded RDA attributes in 046/3XX, which is good practice.Not shown in these screenshots is the 008 field, in which position 10 is changed from c to z when re-coding to RDA. In Aleph, a macro (##cz) does this for you, at the same time as adding $e rda to the 040.Note that the obsolete second indicator 0 has been removed from 100 and 400. This isn’t required but is good practice.
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Evaluate and re-code an RDA-acceptable NAR

 Pre-RDA NAR, created following AACR2

 Record evaluated and re-coded to RDA – change to 100

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AACR2 heading appears to be RDA-acceptable – no 667 note or $c. But 670 usage includes the relationship term “Jr.”, which RDA 9.2.2.9.5 considers to be part of the preferred name, so this 1XX will need to be changed. The 667 field is removed. The cataloguer also recorded RDA attributes in 046/3XX, which is good practice.
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Evaluate and re-code a NAR that is not RDA-acceptable

 Pre-RDA NAR, created following AACR2 (or earlier rules)

 “PhD” is not a valid RDA qualifier
 Authorized Access point must be changed
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Evaluate and re-code a NAR that is not RDA-acceptable

 Old form becomes Variant Access point, coded $w nnea
 667 note is removed
 Can also record attributes at the element level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cataloguer used the date of birth found in the 670 field. The 667 field is removed. The cataloguer also recorded RDA attributes in 046/3XX, which is good practice.The cataloger added the former AACR2 heading as a variant, but since the variant is not RDA-acceptable, notice the coding $w nnea (“a” in the final position means that the reference is not intended to be displayed).
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Qualifiers in Access Points for Personal Names

Many in 100 $c were flagged for review, but some are valid for RDA, 
and can be retained when re-coding the record

 Do not change a heading that has a valid RDA construction
 Do not add Date of Birth and/or Death
 Do not remove Fuller Form of Name
 Do not remove Profession or Occupation
 Do not remove Other Designation 

You may add a death date to an open birth date
You may add a birth date to an open death date
A heading not valid for RDA may be re-formulated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Phase II RDA conversion program that created these flags only accepted (and therefore didn’t flag) those $c qualifiers that a working group had agreed were clearly and unambiguously valid for RDA – this was a very conservative list. In addition, changes to RDA have since “legalised” additional kinds of qualifier such as titles and terms of address, and “other designations” – the latter in particular cover very wide ground.
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Qualifiers in Access Points for Personal Names

$c qualifiers in these categories may be valid for RDA:

 Title of the Person
 Other Designation Associated with the Person
 Profession or Occupation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, you will find that many $c qualifiers in flagged records in fact fall under one of these three categories, and can be accepted as valid RDA qualifiers. The next slides look at examples.
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Title of the Person
RDA 9.4, 9.19.1.2, 9.19.1.7

 Some terms clearly represent Title of the Person

1001 $a Mauvoisin, Robert de, $c Archbishop of Aix 

 Some terms represent the sub-element Other Term of Rank, 
Honour or Office

1001 $a Appleby, Robert, $c Sir

 Record titles and terms of address in the language and form found
 “Principle of Representation”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember that titles and terms of address are recorded in the language and form found in resources, so you don’t have to worry about translating them, or working out what abbreviations stand for.
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Title of the Person
RDA 9.4, 9.19.1.2, 9.19.1.7

 Controlled vocabulary is generally preferred in 368, but…
 Not appropriate for Title of the Person
 Corresponding Profession or Occupation can be recorded in 

374

1001 $a Mauvoisin, Robert de, $c Archbishop of Aix
368   $d Archbishop of Aix
374   $a Bishops $2 lcsh

1001 $a Arnold, John, $c Very Rev.
368   $d Very Rev.
374   $a Clergy $2 lcsh

368 $d can not yet be used in NACO authority records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When recording a title in 368 $d, record the same title as is in 100 $c. Although titles can not be recorded with a controlled vocabulary, remember that a controlled term for a corresponding occupation can often be recorded in 374.368 $d can not yet be used in NACO authority records (October 2013)LC hope their system will be ready for it during 2014.
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Title of the Person
Other Term of Rank, Honour or Office – Examples in Existing NARs

1st Lieut. Admiral Air Cmde Al Duktur

Blessed Brigadier Bruder Canon

Capitaine Capt Cavaliere Dame

Dr Doctor Elder Esq.

Gen. Gunner Hon. Kapitan

Lady Lieut. Col. Lieutenant Mgr

Mulla Pandit Prof. Professeur

Rev. Reverend Rev. Dr. Sergeant

Skipper Sir Sri Venerable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a small selection of terms found in 100 $c in existing, AACR2  NARs, that can be considered as “Other terms of rank, honour or office”, and valid for RDA (a bigger sample can be found in the BL Guide to RDA Name Authority Records). You don’t need to change them and you don’t need to remove them – remember that access points are left unchanged when re-coded to RDA, if they are valid RDA constructions, so valid $c qualifiers are retained, even if there is no conflict with other access points. This saves work for NACO participants, and for everyone who uses LC/NAF access points in their catalogue.
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Other Designation Associated with the Person
RDA 9.6, 9.19.1.2, 9.19.1.8

 Some terms clearly represent Other Designation Associated 
with the Person

1001 $a William, $c of Montevergine, Saint, $d 1085-1142

 Some terms represent the sub-element Other Designation

1001 $a Budd, Henry $c (Cree Indian)

 Record Other Designations in English 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other Designations (9.6.1.9) must be recorded in the language preferred by the cataloguing agency, which for NACO is English. So, only English language designations are RDA-acceptable.Note again that all Other Designations apart from Saint are recorded in parentheses.
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Other Designation Associated with the Person
RDA 9.6, 9.19.1.2, 9.19.1.8

 Controlled vocabulary is generally preferred in 368
 May not be available or appropriate for Other Designation

1001 $a Budd, Henry $c (Cree Indian) 
368   $c Cree Indians $2 lcsh

but 

1001 $a N. N. $c (Catholic gentleman)
368   $c Catholic gentleman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When recording a designation in 368 $c, record the same designation as is in 100 $c, using controlled vocabulary (LCSH) when possible. Only give 368 $c if this is useful: it’s not necessary if the information is already recorded in the record at the element level, in other 3XX fields. We will see an example of this, later.
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Other Designation Associated with the Person
Other Designation – Examples in Existing NARs

A citizen of New Mexico Abolitionist
Anabaptist At Ettlestone Kirk
Author of The Old House in the Square Called Arvidsson
Candidate for Wigan Commoner of England
Editor of Sporting Luck Executed at Stirling
Folk Hero Free Burgesse of Ipswich
Gentleman in prison Indefatigable seeker
Inhabitant of Knaresborough Italian
Joint pseud. Lover of art
Martyr Orphan
Orthodox and loyal protestant Revolutionist
Son of Pierce Bryan Spinster
Vegetarian Yeoman 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a small selection of terms found in 100 $c in existing, AACR2  NARs, that can be considered as “Other designations”, and valid for RDA (a bigger sample can be found in the BL Guide to RDA Name Authority Records). You don’t need to change them and you don’t need to remove them – remember that access points are left unchanged when re-coded to RDA, if they are valid RDA constructions, so valid $c qualifiers are retained, even if there is no conflict with other access points. This saves work for NACO participants, and for everyone who uses LC/NAF access points in their catalogue.
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Profession or Occupation
RDA 9.16, 9.19.1.6

 Some terms clearly represent Profession or Occupation

1001 $a Wright, Thomas, $c bookseller

change to:

1001 $a Wright, Thomas $c (Bookseller)

 Regularizing punctuation and capitalization does not affect 
normalization
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Profession or Occupation
RDA 9.16, 9.19.1.6

 Terms may denote a specific post

1001 $a Skinner, William, $c town-clerk

1001 $a Nugent, John, $c Special Agent of the United States

1001 $a Lechner, Martin , $c secretary, Socialist Party of 
Missouri
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Profession or Occupation
RDA 9.16, 9.19.1.6

change to:

1001 $a Skinner, William $c (Town-clerk)

1001 $a Nugent, John $c (Special Agent of the United 
States)

1001 $a Lechner, Martin $c (Secretary, Socialist Party of 
Missouri)

 When creating new access points, prefer terms for wider 
professions if they are available

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For new access points, we generally prefer to use wider terms for professions or occupations: “Local government officer”, perhaps, rather than “Town-clerk”. However, nothing in RDA prohibits this more specific usage. If Mr Skinner were asked his occupation, he would most likely say “Town clerk”. So you don’t need to change qualifiers like this, and you don’t need to remove them – remember that access points are left unchanged when re-coded to RDA, if they are valid RDA constructions, so valid $c qualifiers are retained, even if there is no conflict with other access points. This saves work for NACO participants, and for everyone who uses LC/NAF access points in their catalogue.
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Profession or Occupation
RDA 9.16, 9.19.1.6

 Terms may have the appearance of more than one profession, but 
in fact denote a single profession

1001 $a Watt, Alexander, $c apothecary and druggist

1001 $a Keddie, James, $c bookseller and stationer

1001 $a Baxter, John, $c Slater and glazier
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Profession or Occupation
RDA 9.16, 9.19.1.6

change to

1001 $a Watt, Alexander $c (Apothecary and druggist)

1001 $a Keddie, James $c (Bookseller and stationer)

1001 $a Baxter, John $c (Slater and glazier)

 Do not combine terms for more than one distinct occupation:  
“Lawyer”, rather than “Lawyer and philatelist”
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Profession or Occupation
RDA 9.16, 9.19.1.6

 Terms may be complex phrases

1001 $a Auchinleck, James, $c apothecary in Edinburgh

1001 $a Wheeler, Deborah, $c barrister of the Kings Inns

1001 $a Payne, Thomas, $c Bookseller in Paternoster Row 
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Profession or Occupation
RDA 9.16, 9.19.1.6

change to

1001 $a Auchinleck, James $c (Apothecary in Edinburgh)

1001 $a Wheeler, Deborah $c (Barrister of the Kings Inns)

1001 $a Payne, Thomas $c (Bookseller in Paternoster Row)

 When creating new access points, generally do not use complex 
phrases like this

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For new access points, we generally don’t do this. However, if we chose not to regard these phrases as “Professions or Occupations”, then then would clearly still be “Other Designations” of some kind. So you don’t need to change qualifiers like this, and you don’t need to remove them – remember that access points are left unchanged when re-coded to RDA, if they are valid RDA constructions, so valid $c qualifiers are retained, even if there is no conflict with other access points. This saves work for NACO participants, and for everyone who uses LC/NAF access points in their catalogue.
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Profession or Occupation
RDA 9.16, 9.19.1.6

 Controlled vocabulary is generally preferred in 374

1001 $a Auchinleck, James $c (Apothecary in Edinburgh)
370   $e Edinburgh (Scotland) $2 naf
374   $a Pharmacists $2 lcsh

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example, the compound phrase in 100 $c translates into controlled terms in 370 and 374.
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Profession or Occupation

 A Profession or Occupation used in a 100  need not be recorded 
in 374, if adequately recorded in other 3XX fields 

1001 $a Lechner, Martin $c (Secretary, Socialist Party of 
Missouri)

370   $c United States $f Missouri $2 naf
372   $a Socialism $2 lcsh
373   $a Socialist Party of Missouri
374   $a Secretaries $2 lcsh

 No need also to add:

374   $a Secretary, Socialist Party of Missouri

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As long as the information in 100 $c is recorded somewhere at the element level, there is no need to record the phrase in 374 (or to treat it as an Other Designation in 368 $c), and there would be no point. In this example, all the information is recorded adequately in 370, 373 and 374. The same applies whether 100 $c is a Profession or Occupation, or an Other Designation (occasionally this can be ambiguous).
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Conference Name Authority Records

All NARs for conferences that could be identified have been flagged 
for review, as several changes were introduced by RDA

 Terms indicating frequency are now retained 
 Year of convocation is always omitted
 NARs now created for both individual and collective names

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember also that NARS can now be created for conferences that would not have been “named” under AARC2/LCRI, because they did not contain a term denoting a meeting. This will not affect the re-coding of existing NARs, as such NARs will not have been established in the first place!
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Terms indicating frequency are now retained 

 Pre-RDA NAR, created following AACR2

 Record evaluated and re-coded to RDA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Annual” (the term indicating frequency) was omitted from the AACR2 heading, but is restored to the RDA access point. The 667 field is removed. The cataloguer also recorded RDA attributes in 046/3XX, which is good practice.A 400 see reference has been made from the previously authorized access point, coded $w nnea. “a” means that the reference is intended not to be displayed, as it is not a valid RDA construction. Note this is a what we would now call a collective NAR, representing the whole sequence of an ongoing conference. So the date from 670 has not been added to an 046, as it is the date of the 5th conference, not of the series.
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Year of convocation is always omitted

 Pre-RDA NAR, created following AACR2

 Record evaluated and re-coded to RDA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the year has been removed from the 111, it becomes necessary to qualify the acronym by “Conference”, and also possible to add the number “2nd“ in $n. The 667 field is removed. The cataloguer also recorded RDA attributes in 046/3XX, which is good practice.A 400 see reference has been made from the previously authorized access point, coded $w nnea. “a” means that the reference is intended not to be displayed, as it is not a valid RDA construction. Note this is a what we would now call an individual NAR, representing one instance of an ongoing conference. Dates have been added to an 046. It has also been possible to include the number in the authorized access point (this was not the 2nd conference called “SSD’91”, but it is the 2nd conference called “SSD”). 
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NARs now created for both individual and collective 
names

 Never turn an existing collective NAR into an individual NAR

111 2 $a Conference on Animal Movements in Southern Africa

Should be changed to:

111 2 $a Annual Conference on Animal Movements in Southern Africa

Not:

111 2 $a Annual Conference on Animal Movements in Southern Africa 
$n( 6th : $d 1990 : $c Johannesburg, South Africa)

 Instead, create a new NAR for the individual instance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A collective NAR represents a whole series. If you change that NAR, and its identifier, and its URI, to refer instead to one instance of the conference, confusion can be created in catalogues. 
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Differentiate a Person from an Undifferentiated NAR

 Undifferentiated NAR covering three persons

 008/32 has been set to b

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the pair of 670 fields for each author – the first identifies the person with the resource, and the second is a standard 670 note for that resource. Note also that 008/32 is set to “b” in an undifferentiated NAR, and to “a” in a unique NAR.  At the BL you don’t need to change this manually, as Aleph does it for you.We will now assume that identifying information has been found for the second author (Birmingham Poetry Anthology), that would enable us to create a separate NAR for him, with a unique, qualified authorized access point.
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Differentiate a Person from an Undifferentiated NAR

 New information found for one of the identities
 Remove all data for this person from undifferentiated NAR
 Re-code to RDA but do not add 046/3XX fields

 008/10 has been set to z

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the undifferentiated record, from which the pair of 670 fields for the author of Birmingham Poetry Anthology have been removed.046/3XX fields have not been added – they are not appropriate in an undifferentiated NAR, as we couldn’t tell to which identity they related. But we do re-code the NAR to RDA.
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Differentiate a Person from an Undifferentiated NAR

 New NAR for the differentiated author

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the new, RDA NAR for the author of Birmingham Poetry Anthology.Note also that 008/32 is now set to “a”, for a unique NAR.  At the BL you don’t need to change this manually, as Aleph does it for you.Note 667 field. Important as it helps NACO participants keep track of changes (for example, the BL uses it to create a report to identify BFM needed in our catalogue).
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Differentiate a Person from an Undifferentiated NAR

Never do this the other way round!

 Always remove the newly differentiated identity from the 
undifferentiated NAR, and create a new NAR for it, with distinguishing 
information

 Never change the existing undifferentiated NAR to represent the 
newly differentiated identity,with distinguishing information, and create 
a new NAR for the identities left behind

Otherwise considerable confusion can be created in catalogues…
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Where to find these guidelines



Changing and Reviewing
Name Authority Records

THE END
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